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Background

● GANs can be formulated as a minimax game

● Updates via simultaneous gradient descent (SimGD)

● Still an open question to understand training dynamics of GANs 

○ Global convergence analysis in general impossible without convex-

concave assumption [Nowozin et al., 2016; Yadav et al., 2018; Gidel et al., 2019] 

○ Necessary to analyze local convergence near equilibrium [Nagarajan and 

Kolter, 2017; Mescheder et al., 2018; Liang and Stokes, 2019] GAN framework
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A Simple GAN Example

● A linear GAN: Transform latent Gaussian                        to real Gaussian 

● With parametrization                        , the equilibrium point is               

● By definition, the Jacobian of SimGD in the example:

● Eigenvalues of the Jacobian:

Properties of the eigenvalues depend 
on data distribution parameters: 

Not symmetric!
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A Simple GAN Example (cont.)

● The local convergence behavior

Complex eigenvalues Real eigenvalues

Our analysis is divided into two cases: Complex or real eigenvalues
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Training steps for convergence increases 
quadratically with the imaginary-to-real ratio (  )

Training steps for convergence increases linearly 
with the condition number (  )



A Simple GAN Example (cont.)

● Main results

There may exist the following two factors of the Jacobian in GANs simultaneously that result in 
the GAN training issues:

In the simple GAN example, we can show
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the data distribution parameters          controls the impact of two factors

and both should not be too small or too large, a relatively strict requirement for local convergence.



The Proposed Method - JARE

● The G and D updates regularized via JARE are

● Eigenvalues of the regularized Jacobian:

Asymptotically as              ,  we get             and              .   

No complex eigenvalues  well-conditioned
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Properties of the eigenvalues now 
depend on the hyperparameter   .  

The hyperparameter     controls 
the regularization terms



Extensions to General GANs

● Two assumptions [Nagarajan and Kolter, 2017; Mescheder et al., 2018]

● Jacobian of general GANs via SimGD

Make sure it is the optimal 
equilibrium point

Avoid trivial solutions

P represents how sensitive D is to local 
updates of G

Q represents the local geometry of D 
(just like Fisher Information)
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Extensions to General GANs (cont.)

● Eigenvalues of Jacobian via SimGD

By analysis, we require

● both are well-conditioned (which 
requires good G and D architectures)  

● have similar eigenvalues (which 
requires D to well match G)

to avoid the above two factors: Phase and 
Conditioning Factor
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Extensions to General GANs (cont.)

● Eigenvalues of Regularized Jacobian via JARE

The imbalance between eigenvalues of

will not be an issue in general GANs via JARE

● In summary, we compare SimGD and JARE in terms of ensuring good (local) training dynamics

JARE could be easier to train, with better robustness than SimGD
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Experiments

● Synthetic Data - Isotropic Gaussians

Training dynamics of SimGD, ConOpt (Mescheder et al., 2017) and JARE (Ours) in the simple vanilla GAN example

SimGD suffers from both Phase and Conditioning Factor
ConOpt suffers from Conditioning Factor
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Experiments (cont.)

● Synthetic Data - Mixture of Gaussians

Comparison of SimGD, ConOpt (Mescheder et al., 2017) and JARE (Ours) on the mixture of Gaussians over iterations

Only SimGD oscillates among different modes and fails to converge
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Experiments (cont.)

● CIFAR-10 (Inception Score: higher is better, FID: lower is better)

Quantitative evaluation of GAN (Goodfellow et al., 2014), ConOpt (Mescheder et al., 2017), SN-GAN (Miyato et al., 
2018) and JARE (Ours) on CIFAR-10 with different network architectures A-F

JARE is more robust than previous methods across these different settings
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Visually, JARE is able to generate good 
samples across these different settings



Any questions?
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